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Andrew Carnegie’s suggestion to Hill:

Andrew Carnegie

One of the richest person of his times

“I know that most people will fail trying 
to figure out everything themselves, 
instead of learning themselves they 
should LEARN FROM US.”

I want you to write a book of 
knowledge and wisdom for success

“I will open the doors to the 500 
richest people in America so that 
you can interviews them, TAKE 
ALL OF THEIR INFORMATION and 
put it into a series of books to help 
other young people be successful 
MUCH FASTER.”

“BUT BUT BUT I’m not going to 
pay you a penny. What will you 
do?



After 46 seconds
Napolean replied:   “MMMMM OKAY, I’ll do it.”

RESULT-

250 pages book which is ORGANIZED into 13 steps to riches
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Step 1-
Desire

Not hope nor a wish
This is the most important therefore, 

the 1st chapter



We can acquire whatever we want by 
THINKING

We need a burning desire/ passion/ 
junoon

And this desire makes you GO 
AHEAD



The middle class 
boy ABDUL 

REHMAN 
became Shah 

Rukh Khan DUE 
TO BURNING 

DESIRE



PM Narendra Modi had an intense 
desire to be the PM



6 steps to convert DESIRE into financial gain!!!
1. Fix in your mind THE EXACT AMOUNT OF MONEY YOU DESIRE



2. Determine what exactly you intend to give, in 
return for the MONEY You desire

Nothing is free in this world



3. Establish AN EXACT DATE when you intend to 
possess the money you desire

Jim Carry was struggling as a COMEDIAN and he made a cheque for himself 
of 10 million dollars after 5 years



4. Create a plan for carrying out your desire, then 
put it into action



5. Write down the amount of money you desire, 
the date you will get it and your plan to get there

6. Read your WRITTEN STATEMENT ALOUD, 
twice a day- SEE AND FEEL yourself already in 
possession of the money

So these are the 6 steps to convert DESIRE into 
financial gain



Step 2: FAITH

Is a strong, EMOTIONALLY CHARGED 
BELIEF

Created through repeated 
INSTRUCTIONS + AFFIRMATIONS



Repeated instructions
Affirmations



Your subconscious mind ONLY AND 
ONLY reacts on the thoughts that are 

EMOTIONALLY CHARGED

Desire + faith + feeling emotion



Step 3- AUTO SUGGESTION



Auto suggestion:
Is the agency of control through which an individual may voluntarily FEED 
HIS SUBCONSCIOUS mind on thoughts of a creative nature or by neglect, 
permit thoughts of a destructive nature to find their way into this rich garden 
of mind



Step 4- SPECIALIZED knowledge



Specialized knowledge
What would you pick??

5 jobs for 1000 rupees per hour

1 job for 10000 rupees per hour

A Cardiologist gets paid MORE than a jack of all trades



Henry Ford was called an ignorant pacifist
He was summoned by the court and was asked many 
questions

He replied that he could summon people to answer 
questions for him- “Now will you kindly tell me, why I 
should clutter up my mind with general knowledge…” 
when men around me CAN SUPPLY THAT KNOWLEDGE



Successful people LEVERAGE the specialized knowledge of others

Even Andrew Carnegie knew little about the technical aspects of his 
business



Step 5- Imagination
“It has been said that man can create anything which he can imagine.”

IMAGINATION CAN ACTUALLY make you wealthy







Step 6- Organized planning
★ Create a mastermind group
★ Decide what you can offer your mastermind team
★ Meet with your team members TWICE a week
★ Maintain harmony among members

If a plan doesn’t work replace it with a new plan

Execution plans can also be made



Step 7- Decision
Several times- family and friends hold us back- (despite their good 
intentions)

Remember having gone with your friends rather than focussing on studies 
or work

MAKE YOUR OWN DECISIONS

People who fail have a habit of reaching decisions slowly and change their 
decision too OFTEN



The shiny object syndrome:
How many times we see ourselves altering our goals

NEW IDEAS or trend captures your attention

And you land up STRAYING AWAY FROM your original goal or decision

THUS COMMIT to a definite decision



Hill found that successful people had a tendency 
to 

Reach decisions quickly 

Change decisions slowly



Step 8- Persistence
Successful people persist + the more intense your desire the MORE YOU 
PERSIST

Colonel Harland Sanders----------->>>>>>>







Step 9- The power of the mastermind (Similar to 
the WIN WIN PRINCIPLE OF Covey)

Mastermind is the coordination of knowledge and effort in a spirit of 
harmony, between two or more people, for the attainment of a definite 
purpose

Biggest benefit of mastermind is SYNERGY



synergy
1+1 = 4

Steven Covey WIN WIN principle also conveyed the same as the POWER OF 
MASTERMIND

“Minds within a group become something more than the sum of their parts 
so greater things can be achieved.”



Step 10- the mystery of sex transmutation
(transmutation means- the action of changing something or the state of a 
being changed into another form)

“Destroy the sex glands, whether in man or beast and you have removed the 
major source of action.”- a bull becomes a docile cow on being altered 
sexually

“Sexual desire is one of the most powerful human desire, people with sexual 
drive develop imagination, courage, will power, persistence and creative 
ability.”

Its a powerful driving force that can be channeled into other creative 
pursuits



Step 11- the subconscious mind
Positive and negative emotions CANNOT occupy the mind at the same time

One or the other (positive or negative) MUST dominate

It is your responsibility to make sure that positive emotions constitute the 
dominant influence of your mind

7 most powerful positive emotions- desire, faith, love, enthusiasm, sex, hope 
and romance



Step 12- brain

Step 13- the 6th sense (which defies description)







Thank You


